Bright Now: towards fossil free Churches
Church investments are a sensitive area. Managed by dedicated and experienced financial advisors and church treasurers, they provide security for countless working and retired clergy and enable the infrastructure and buildings of the Church to be maintained and contribute to the mission of the church in a wide variety of ways. However, this report sets out to challenge the status quo. Current ethical guidelines for investments are simply not adequate as humanity faces the overwhelming challenge of climate change.

This report provides a clear and challenging case for the need to move church investments out of fossil fuels. In doing so the Church would show its faith in a low-carbon future, help reframe the debate and inspire hope. Investment in renewable energy, energy conservation and sustainable infrastructure is consistent with Christian values and would provide much-needed capital and symbolic approval for these sectors. Moreover this report unpacks the growing risks around investment portfolios strongly biased in favour of fossil fuels.

In the Gospels (Mark 12: 28-31; Matthew 22:36-40 and Luke 10:25-28) Jesus gave us two commandments – to love God with all our hearts, minds, souls and strength, and to love our neighbour as ourselves. But how do we show our love for God if we stand by while his precious creation is damaged? How can we love our neighbour if we ignore the impact of climate change on poor communities?

Now is the time to act. Last year global energy-related CO₂ emissions reached a record high, increasing by 1.4% to reach over 30 gigatonnes. The energy sector accounts for around two-thirds of greenhouse-gas emissions, as more than 80% of global energy consumption is based on fossil fuels. By showing clear moral leadership now, the Churches could influence the direction of this country, and others, towards a sustainable and just future.

Last year Operation Noah produced the Ash Wednesday Declaration which challenges all Christians to realise that concern about climate change, and care for this fragile and beautiful creation, should be central to our faith. This issue is a key outworking of this declaration.

Operation Noah is therefore calling on the Churches and the Christian community in the UK to:

- **disinvest** from companies involved in the extraction of fossil fuels
- **take** a leading and influential role in the national debate on the ethics of investment in fossil fuels
- **support** the development of clean alternatives to fossil fuels through their investment policies.

Please read this report carefully. We hope it will encourage you to join our call.

Dr Isabel Carter, Chair of Operation Noah

---

Executive summary

This report sets out the compelling theological, moral, scientific and financial reasons why Churches of all denominations should completely disinvest from publicly listed companies involved in the extraction of fossil fuels (oil, gas and coal), as soon as possible.

Climate change is already upon us and will intensify rapidly. Its worst impacts will be upon people in poor communities in geographically vulnerable regions. We need to make a decisive break with fossil fuel dependency.

Operation Noah’s Ash Wednesday Declaration acknowledges that runaway global warming would be a disaster for present generations and for the earth, and would burden future generations with untold ecological debts. The Declaration recognises that, as Christians, we have a responsibility to heed the evidence and to act prophetically.

At current rates of oil, gas and coal consumption, in only a few more decades humanity will have emitted far more carbon than is compatible with a safe climate. Because proven fossil fuel reserves far exceed the total amount of carbon we can ‘safely’ burn, much of the world’s known oil, gas and coal must be left in the ground. Fossil fuel companies should be using their knowledge, skills, expertise and resources to develop solutions to climate change rather than actively working to accelerate the causes.

The Churches have committed to respond to climate change, and they see ethical investment as an integral part of their mission. But their current ethical investment policies and practices do not make these connections. They are not addressing the need to disinvest from fossil fuels.

There is growing recognition among investors that they need to question their reliance on fossil fuels and to consider whether to begin disinvesting from them. We call on the Churches to act decisively. Negotiations for a new international agreement (the Doha deal) to hold global warming below 2°C (with a deadline of December 2015), provide a good opportunity for church denominations, to achieve complete disinvestment from fossil fuels, and to help lead the transition to a low-carbon sustainable economy.
The theological and moral case for disinvestment

A Christian response to climate change

Human-induced climate change, mainly a result of burning fossil fuels, is occurring fast and will confront humanity with its greatest ever challenge. The earth is on a pathway to global warming well beyond the 2°C internationally agreed as the maximum possible if we are to avoid cataclysmic climate change.

As Christians, how can we hear the science and its implications and not act by realigning our investment strategies with a vision for a sustainable future?

‘The earth dries up and withers, the world languishes and withers, the heavens languish with the earth. The earth is defiled by its people; they have disobeyed the laws, violated the statutes and broken the everlasting covenant.’

Isaiah 24:4-5

Poor communities in vulnerable regions – people least responsible for causing climate change and least able to adapt – will be most affected. Large-scale population displacement is highly likely, and future generations will suffer cumulative effects.

‘It would be a serious catastrophe for my country if much of the land in Bangladesh disappears under the sea. I become frightened to think that my grandchildren will have no place to live on this planet earth.’

Rt Revd Michael S Baroi, Bishop of Kushtia, Bangladesh

Humanity has always had the capacity to damage the environment, but we now have this to an unprecedented extent. Whereas previous generations did not know the harm they were causing, today we do. Governments have not yet shown the leadership necessary to limit and reduce fossil fuel consumption and accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy.

Christ teaches us to love all our neighbours, not just our own family and friends. This love extends to grandchildren and future generations. Humans, made in God’s image, have responsibility for the care of creation. If we do not act now, we are, in effect, asking future generations to sacrifice their well-being so that we can continue to live carbon-dependent lives.

The Ash Wednesday Declaration on ‘Climate change and the purposes of God’, signed by senior church leaders, acknowledges that runaway global warming would undermine food security, accelerate species extinctions, make human life impossible in many parts of the world, and burden future generations with severe and unjust ecological debts. The Declaration highlights how continuing to pollute the atmosphere, when we know the dangers, goes against God’s will; that God grieves over the destruction of creation; and that repentance means finding immediate ways to address the danger.

For our generation, reducing fossil fuel dependence has become essential to Christian discipleship.

The Church of England has adopted a carbon reduction target of 80% by 2050 (in keeping with the UK Government’s emissions reduction objective) and an interim target of 42% by 2020. The Baptist Union,

3 United Nations Radio, ‘Climate change is a “clear and present danger” to humankind says UN chief’ (UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon), 2013, http://www.unmultimedia.org/radio/english/2013/04/climate-change-is-a-clear-and-present-danger-to-humankind-says-un-chief [all websites accessed August 2013].


Methodist Church and United Reformed Church have committed to reduce carbon emissions ‘proportionate to the overall reductions necessary by 2050 of at least 80%’ with ‘urgent and immediate interim steps’. Quakers in Britain have committed to become a ‘low-carbon, sustainable community’.6

**Church investing and the low-carbon economy**

The urgent transition to a low-carbon economy will come about only if people and institutions are prepared to change. The Churches, which recognise ethical investment as an integral part of their mission and witness, can lead the way with their financial stewardship. For example, the Church of England accepts a duty to avoid ‘profiting from, or providing capital to, activities that are materially inconsistent with Christian values’.8 Epworth Fund Managers aim to be ‘a Christian witness in the investment community’.9 While avoiding investments in alcohol, defence and gambling, however, most denominations still have substantial holdings in fossil fuels, with no clear commitment to change this in the near future.

Worsening climate change and continuing reliance on fossil fuels will increase fuel poverty and exacerbate poverty worldwide. By contrast, a low-carbon sustainable economy would prioritise well-being, decrease fuel poverty in the longer term and generate jobs. The 2013 report Zero Carbon Britain describes in detail how the UK could achieve this.10 A UK energy efficiency programme, especially one linked to a Green New Deal, would help transform the economy.12 Renewable energy already supports 110,000 UK jobs and could support 400,000 by 2020.13

**Church investments in fossil fuel companies**

To give an idea of the amounts of Church investment involved, for example in 2012 the Church of England’s UK Equity Fund, Global Equity Fund and Investment fund had over £60 million invested in major fossil fuel companies, while the Methodist Church’s UK Equity Fund had £58 million invested.11

---

11 Information from Church Commissioners Annual Report 2012 and CFB Funds Performance Report 2012
12 Consumer Focus, ‘Energy efficiency investment is one of best ways to boost the economy – new research reveals’, 2012; Independent, ‘A “Green New Deal” can save the world’s economy, says UN’, 2008; Green New Deal Group, ‘Cuts won’t work, but green spending will reduce public debt, create jobs, cut carbon’, 2009.
Recognition of the need to disinvest from fossil fuels is growing. The Church of England’s report *Church and Earth 2009–2016*, written to support its Shrinking the Footprint campaign, suggested that the Church should by 2020 work towards disinvestment from fossil fuel and extraction companies and towards a carbon neutral portfolio.\(^{15}\)

The Baptists, Methodists and United Reformed Church accept that ‘Church policy in many areas, including the investment of church funds, will need to be reviewed.’\(^{16}\) The Methodists have committed to ‘achieve a low and declining carbon footprint of CFB [Central Finance Board] investment portfolios’.\(^{17}\) Quakers in Britain have said that there is a need to consider the fossil fuel investments of the Yearly Meeting in the light of their commitment to become a low-carbon sustainable community.

Christians have historically influenced ethical investment as part of their mission and witness, such as in the South African disinvestment campaign under apartheid. Today, with governments negotiating a new international agreement to hold global warming below 2°C, and with a deadline of December 2015,\(^{18}\) there is fresh momentum for the Churches to act decisively in keeping with Christian theology and values.

\[\text{Source:}\ \text{Bishop Paul S Sarker, Moderator of the Church of Bangladesh}\]

\[\text{Operation Noah’s goal is that complete church disinvestment from fossil fuels should be achieved as soon as possible.}\]\n
---


16 Baptist Union, Methodist Church and United Reformed Church, 2009, op. cit., p.31.


The scientific case for disinvestment

The current trajectory: 4°C to 6°C

In 2013 atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO₂) reached 400 parts per million by volume, higher than at any time for 650,000 years. The Earth is now 0.8°C warmer than in pre-industrial times.¹⁹ With CO₂ emissions rising at more than 2% a year, our planet is heading for a 4°C to 6°C temperature rise unless humanity decisively changes course.²⁰

A 4°C increase could come as early as the 2060s and severely worsen effects already under way, such as heating and acidifying oceans, rising sea levels, rapidly melting glaciers and polar ice, and more extreme weather events. Humanity would experience the flooding of coastal cities, freshwater shortages, food production deficits, malnutrition, epidemics, loss of biodiversity and population displacements of unparalleled severity. These impacts are likely to be ‘inherently unequal and tilted against many of the world’s poorest regions’.²¹ Such a world may be ‘beyond adaptation’.²²

Greenhouse gases and fossil fuels

CO₂ from burning fossil fuels accounts for more than four-fifths of the UK’s human-induced greenhouse gas emissions, with the rest (largely methane) arising from agriculture, landfill and other sources.²³ Deforestation causes a fifth of worldwide CO₂ emissions.²⁴

Of the three major fossil fuels, coal is by far the most carbon intensive and polluting, releasing more CO₂ per unit of energy generated than oil or gas.²⁵ Because of this and the vast quantities of coal burned worldwide, coal is the single largest source of climate pollution, accounting for about 43% of world fossil fuel CO₂ emissions.

Oil is the second most polluting fossil fuel, about a third less carbon intensive than coal, and responsible for about 36% of world fossil fuel CO₂ emissions. However, oil extraction from tar sands in Canada and elsewhere is particularly polluting because of the additional energy required to extract and process it. Humanity cannot afford to risk dependency on tar sands oil or other unconventional or extreme extraction methods.

Natural gas (mainly methane) is the least polluting fossil fuel when extracted safely, roughly half as carbon intensive as coal, and causing about 20% of global fossil fuel CO₂ emissions. The UK’s switch from coal to gas as its prime electricity generating fuel in the 1980s and 1990s – the ‘dash for gas’ – was the main reason for a significant reduction in direct carbon emissions in those years. Although cleaner than coal and oil, gas is still a major polluter and will not solve climate change. The expansion of gas infrastructure, including that for shale gas fracking, and policies to incentivise the gas industry, locks the UK economy into being dependent on gas, and it signals to renewable energy companies and investors that the Government is not committed to making the transition to much less polluting forms of energy generation or meeting UK carbon reduction targets to which it is legally bound.

Shale gas ‘fracking’ – hydraulic fracturing to release gas from underground rock – is potentially as damaging as coal due to the additional CO₂ and methane emitted during

Limiting warming to 2°C

Under the 2009 Copenhagen Accord, governments agreed to keep global warming below 2°C, and the UK has adopted a legally binding target to cut greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% from 1990 levels by 2050.27 (The UK’s falling domestic emissions are currently outweighed by rising ‘embodied’ emissions in imported goods).28 World CO₂ emissions must peak by 2020 and steadily decline thereafter if we are to have a 50% chance even 2°C as ‘a recipe for global disaster’.30

Scientists have calculated how much more carbon humanity can afford to emit without overshooting the 2°C threshold. Compared with current oil, gas and coal reserves this is very little.31 The world’s state-owned and private-sector fossil fuel companies’ confirmed underground stocks of oil, gas and coal, planned for extraction (and excluding ‘unconventional’ fuels like tar sands), exceed the amount we can safely burn by up to five times. Berners-Lee and Clark conclude that even less than this – only a small fraction of fossil fuel reserves (565 gigatonnes) – can be exploited to stay within a 75% chance of avoiding 2°C warming. Currently there are 2,900 gigatonnes of CO₂ embedded in proven conventional fossil fuels reserves worldwide and approximately 42,000 gigatonnes embedded in ‘unconventional’ reserves.32

Lord (Nicholas) Stern, author of the UK Government’s 2006 Review on the Economics of Climate Change, puts it starkly: ‘If we burn all current reserves of fossil fuels, we will emit enough CO₂ to create a prehistoric climate, with earth’s temperature elevated to levels not experienced for millions of years … Smart investors can already see that most fossil fuel reserves are essentially unburnable because of the need to reduce emissions … Investing in companies that rely solely or heavily on constantly replenishing reserves of fossil fuels is becoming a very risky decision.’33

For the sake of humanity’s survival, we cannot afford to invest in fossil fuels any longer.

Australian pledge to divest from fossil fuels34

In April 2013, the Uniting Church of New South Wales and the ACT (Australian Capital Territory) committed to divest from the fossil fuel industry and direct its funds into renewable energy.

After several days of discussion involving the Church’s ethical investment managers, the 400-member Synod meeting agreed the resolution by consensus. This followed a series of resolutions about the environment and climate change over two decades. ‘We refuse to profit from destroying the earth’ was their message.

Questions of implementation remain for the investment managers to consider, and the Church has experienced ‘some backlash from coal mining companies that give grants to church-run community services’. But ‘these are challenges we must all face head-on if we are to avoid catastrophic climate change.’

The Uniting Church in NSW-ACT has had an ethical investment policy for about 30 years and does not invest in tobacco, armaments, uranium mining or gambling, or in companies with poor records on human rights and working conditions. Now fossil fuel companies have been added to its exclusion list – not because they are ‘bad’ companies, but because ‘their once vital business has become a threat to human and ecological life’.

---

32 M. Berners-Lee and D. Clark, The Boring Question: We can’t burn half the world’s oil, coal and gas. So how do we quit? Profile Books, 2013.
The financial case for disinvestment

Fossil fuels: stranded assets, poor performance and mounting risk

Investors have been used to thinking of oil, gas and coal as safe investments, but this can no longer be the case. Publicly listed fossil fuel companies, with reserves valued in the trillions of dollars on the world’s stock markets, will have to leave most of their assets in the ground if we are to keep climate change below 2°C. Fossil fuel companies are hugely overvalued. Their shareholders risk being left with stranded assets – worthless fuel stocks that regulation will prevent from being burned or can only be consumed at unimaginable cost to us all. Either result will be a disaster for investments and pension funds.35

Recent analyses have found that investor portfolios already perform better in the absence of oil, gas and coal. According to one study, ‘removing the fossil fuel sector in its entirety and replacing it with “fossil free” portfolios of energy efficiency, renewable energy, and other alternative energy stocks’ would raise average annual portfolio returns over the past five years from 1.8% to 2.3%.36

Risks and costs incurred by fossil fuel companies are rising, while profitability is falling or dependent on high prices. The 2010 Deepwater Horizon disaster may eventually cost British Petroleum (BP) and its partners $65 billion.37 Development of the Canadian tar sands is very costly.38 By contrast, offshore wind is forecast to be cheaper than gas by 2023.39 However, fossil fuel companies keep seeking to expand their reserves and to develop unconventional fuels such as highly carbon-intensive tar sands, shale gas, deep coal, and Arctic and deepwater oil, which worsen the ratio of unburnable to burnable carbon.40 ‘Up to $647bn in wasted capital is spent each year towards finding more reserves’ in a misallocation of money that is now ‘incompatible with climate security’.41

The London Stock Exchange is heavily weighted towards fossil fuels, giving high exposure to financial risk. In 2012, investors, politicians and scientists wrote to the then Bank of England Governor, Sir Mervyn King commenting that ‘the depth and breadth of … [the UK’s] collective financial exposure to high carbon, extractive and environmentally unsustainable investments could become a major problem … [and be] another example of our capital markets fundamentally mispricing assets and, as a result, building up a systemic risk.’ 42

The Economist reported in May 2013 that ‘worries about mispricing are cropping up in the markets’ and that HSBC had found that ‘if lower demand led to lower oil and gas prices … the potential value at risk could rise to 40-60% of market capitalisation (about $4 trillion).43 According to Mercer’s analysis, ‘climate policy could contribute as
much as 10% to overall portfolio risk, with the economic cost expected to amount to $8 trillion by 2030.44

The problem of stranded assets extends beyond fuel reserves to the UK’s economic infrastructure and even to its higher education system. Investment in fossil fuel technologies, such as gas generation plants, commits us to their use and consequent pollution for decades to come, making it difficult to change course politically or economically. The building of new fossil fuel infrastructure should stop by 2017 to avoid locking us into catastrophic warming, says the formerly pro-fossil-fuel International Energy Agency.45 In addition, oil and mining companies spend lavishly on lobbying and on funding research into technology higher education and research in the UK and other countries.47 These factors add to the challenges involved in moving to a low-carbon trajectory and provide further reasons to divest from fossil fuels.

To those who believe that a major fall in the value of fossil fuel companies could never occur, ratings agency Standard & Poor’s responds that ‘oil firms could soon be facing credit downgrades … financial models that only rely on past performance and creditworthiness are an insufficient guide’.48 In Nicholas Stern’s view, ‘the market has either not thought hard enough about the issue or thinks that governments will not do very much – or somewhere between the two … Honesty and transparency require that this contradiction and its implied risk to the balance sheets of large companies – or to the planet, or both – be recognised and tackled.’49

Fiduciary duty46

Institutional investors’ fiduciary duty (their legal trust to their shareholders) extends beyond maximising short-term financial returns. As the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI) point out, ‘prudent pension funds have good reason to pursue cost-effective strategies to support climate change mitigation and adaptation’. The UN Environment Programme (UNEP) Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer’s report concluded that consideration of climate change risk in investment analysis is ‘arguably required in all jurisdictions’.

Others agree: ‘It is critical that trustees consider the impacts of climate change … on their investments … a failure to do so is likely to be a breach of their duties’; ‘Fiduciaries are acting prudently when they consider the direct risks of a fossil-dependent portfolio and the likely resilience and collateral benefits of fossil-free investing.’

Churches and their investment boards also have a duty to ensure that investments do not compromise the ethical position of their institutions.

Early movers and the positive alternatives

The International Energy Agency’s recent report40 presents a scenario of four policies which would ‘keep the door open to the 2°C target through to 2020 at no net economic cost.’ These are specific energy efficiency measures, limiting the construction of coal fired power stations, minimising methane emissions from oil and gas production and accelerating the phase-out of subsidies to fossil fuel consumption.

Institutional investors are increasingly ‘either divesting or electing not to invest’ in climate-damaging sectors and companies.51 Norwegian pension fund and life insurer Storebrand has disinvested from coal and tar sands on financial grounds, and Pax World Management also excludes these sectors.52 A number of equity managers now state such policy positions and a preference for clean and renewable technologies.53 Churches, banks, municipalities and educational institutions are among those committed to divest from fossil fuels. These include the Dutch bank Rabobank (shale gas and tar sands), more than 15 US city councils and mayors, and six US colleges and universities.54

---
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Besides the decision to exclude climate-damaging investments, positive alternatives to fossil fuels are emerging. Investments in climate resilient infrastructure, from renewable energy to energy efficiency, typically involve high capital expenditure that creates secure and predictable long-term assets – very close to what pension funds and insurance investors are looking for. Sectors receiving growing attention from investors include low-carbon wind, solar, geothermal, wave, tidal and hydro generation, waste to energy, integrated energy generation, and energy- and fuel-efficient transport, buildings and equipment.

The Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT)’s report, Zero Carbon Britain, outlines how the UK could reduce energy demand by using efficient technology and making changes to the way we live. CAT describe the Green New Deal as a cornerstone of new economic thinking, and believe that it is possible for the UK to fully meet its energy needs from renewable energy sources with the largest contribution coming from offshore wind turbines, which could produce around half of the UK’s energy.

A reported $244 billion in new investment went into renewable energy in 2012 (slightly down from 2011’s record $260 billion), and the sector is becoming increasingly mainstream. Other planet-friendly growth sectors include sustainable banking and community investment.

First major US religious body votes to exclude fossil fuel companies

The United Church of Christ (UCC), representing over 1 million members across nearly 5,200 US congregations, has voted to divest from fossil fuel companies. The resolution ‘took a year of internal negotiation to be approved with 72.5% of the vote’. UCC’s target date for full divestment is June 2018, and its investment fund manager, United Church Funds, ‘will create and promote investment vehicles without fossil fuel interests within 18 months’. UCC’s main disinvestment proponent Rev Jim Antal believes that ‘within five years we will hold no fossil fuel stocks’.

A major reallocation of church funds away from fossil fuels and into climate-resilient sectors is increasingly both necessary and possible.
Alternatives to fossil fuel energy investments

‘For churches seeking alternatives to fossil fuel companies new options are developing all the time. Recent examples include:

- Investment in specific renewable energy generation projects. This can be done directly or via organisations such as Abundance which list schemes seeking investors.
- Purchasing shares in community renewable energy schemes. Commonly these are formed as Industrial Provident Societies or Community Interest Companies. There are now many examples of projects seeking investors across the UK. For example, Bath and West Community Energy which is developing solar and hydro schemes. http://bathcommunityenergy.co.uk/
- Investment in renewable energy companies such as Triodos Renewables, a public limited company investing in a range of sustainable energy projects. http://www.triodos.co.uk/en/personalethicalinvestments/renewables/overview/

The investments shown here do not imply any sort of endorsement or recommendation. Full analysis should always be taken before proceeding.

Melbourne Unitarian Church announces fossil fuel disinvestment

The Melbourne Unitarian Church has become the second Australian Church to announce it will no longer invest in fossil fuel companies and that it will ‘sell its shares in fossil fuel companies, and the banks that finance their projects, by the end of the year’. Church member Peter Castaldo who proposed disinvestment said: ‘It’s … about the risk associated with fossil fuels because we can see there’s a lot of issues now with coal and that’s an investment risk that we’re coming towards now when we start having action on climate change … I’ve heard of several other churches in discussion on the issue and … I look forward to hearing them start to take action.’

Conclusion

This report has demonstrated the strong and mutually reinforcing theological and moral, scientific and financial cases for the Churches to disinvest from fossil fuels in the face of rapidly advancing climate change. As we confront the gravest ever threat to humanity, and to the natural world on which we depend, the Churches have both the opportunity and duty to respond more deeply, rapidly and effectively than they have so far done.

Churches have already taken courageous steps. They have recognised the problem, critically examined their direct carbon footprint, spoken out prophetically, made principled commitments, and opened constructive dialogue with governments, the private sector, their own members, other faiths and wider civil society. But more is required. Each year's delay in reducing greenhouse gas emissions creates a steeper future reduction requirement, and there is no place for half-measures.

‘But let justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a never-failing stream!’
Amos 5:24

The time has come for the Churches to connect up their long standing commitment to invest ethically with their recognition of the reality of climate change and its potentially devastating consequences. This means separating church finances as far as possible from participation in the fossil fuel economy, realigning them with the emerging low-carbon economy that is a condition of humanity’s collective survival, and giving maximum impulse to the urgent changes needed to bring about a truly sustainable society.

We ask the Churches to join our call to:

- disinvest from companies involved in the extraction of fossil fuels
- take a leading and influential role in the national debate on the ethics of investment in fossil fuels
- support the development of clean alternatives to fossil fuels through their investment policies.

‘This report is timely and urgent. The UK’s reliance on fossil fuels is not sustainable. Disinvestment is a crucial part of the struggle to refocus our economy. The churches must take Operation’s Noah’s call seriously if we are to combat the risk of catastrophic climate change.’
Canon Giles Goddard
The Ash Wednesday Declaration

This section provides a summary of the core content of the Ash Wednesday Declaration. The full version is available on the Operation Noah website.62

Climate change and the purposes of God: a call to the Church

What should our relationship be with God as both the origin and the end of all things? How do we balance our energy and material consumption with the needs of the poorest communities, and of future generations and other species? How do we sustain hope in the midst of fear and denial? How can we encourage global cooperation, challenge unsustainable economic systems and change our lifestyles?

These fundamental questions prompt this urgent call to the Church.

FIND JOY IN CREATION! Psalm 104:24, 31

According to the witness of our Scriptures, everything that we have, life and the means of life, comes to us as gift. This is the ground of our worship.

LISTEN! Jeremiah 6:17

We must listen to the scientists warning us of approaching dangers, exercise discernment, and be wary of ‘false prophets’ representing the vested interests of the powerful.

REPEND! Mark 1:14-15

Continuing to pollute the atmosphere when we know the dangers, goes against what we know of God’s ways and God’s will. We are failing to love not only the earth, but our neighbours and ourselves, who are made in God’s image.

TAKE RESPONSIBILITY! Isaiah 24:4-5

Humans, made in God’s image, have unique responsibility for the wellbeing of creation (Genesis 1:26, 2:15).

We must use our power wisely to promote the flourishing of future generations and the diversity of life on earth. This is the responsibility of every Church and every believer.

SEEK JUSTICE! Psalm 72:2-4

God is just and requires justice in response from us.

LOVE OUR NEIGHBOURS! Matthew 7:12

Christ teaches us to love all our neighbours, not just our own family and friends. This love extends to our grandchildren and future generations.

ACT WITH HOPE! Romans 15:13

We are called to live and work with hope in response to God’s gift, and in the light of God’s future: the promised coming of Christ’s reign over all.

---


The full Ash Wednesday Declaration was signed by:

- The Most Revd and Rt Hon Rowan Williams
- Cardinal Keith Patrick O’Brien
- Mrs Val Morrison, United Reformed Church
- The Revd Lionel E Osborn, Methodist Church
- The Rt Revd David Arnott, Church of Scotland
- Revd Joel Edwards, Micah Challenge
- Ellen Teague, Catholic Justice & Peace Group
- The Most Revd Desmond Tutu
- The Rt Revd and Rt Hon Richard Chartres
- The Most Revd Kallistos, Metropolitan of Diokleia
- The Revd Jonathan Edwards, Baptist Union
- The Most Revd Barry Morgan
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Bright Now is a campaign launched by Operation Noah calling for the disinvestment of UK Churches from fossil fuels.

This report sets out the moral, scientific, financial and practical case for churches to disinvest from fossil fuel companies. It examines why they must actively seek to support clean, alternative forms of energy generation through their investment portfolios. It calls on churches and Christians to lead the debate on ethical investment and climate change with the same rigour and intensity rightly given to other issues such as the ordination of women bishops, gay marriage and poverty.

Website: http://brightnow.org.uk
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